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Abstract

Word segmentation is very important to
many natural language processing tasks.
In this paper we present a new word seg-
mentation approach that efficiently and
effectively combines word and character
level larger context features with local fea-
tures typically used in the CRF/MaxEnt
models. We compare several feature and
model combination strategies on multi-
ple word segmentation tasks. Addition-
ally, we propose a co-training method
to train domain-specific LMs from unla-
beled in-domain data. Thanks to the low
cost of LM training (compared with the
CRF/MaxEnt model training), it enables
rapid development of domain-adaptive
word segmenters with superior perfor-
mance, achieving or outperforming state-
of-the-art performances on several Chi-
nese word segmentation tasks. When ap-
plying the improved segmenter to statisti-
cal machine translation, we observe con-
sistent improvement in Bleu scores on
multiple domain English-Chinese transla-
tion test sets.

1 Introduction

Many human languages (such as Chinese, Thai)
have no explicit boundary marker between words.
Accurate word segmentation is very impor-
tant to many natural language processing tasks.
Word segmentation errors will introduce out-of-
vocabulary words, incorrect or inaccurate mean-
ing of the sentence, and lead to errors in other
language processing tasks, such as machine trans-
lation, information extraction and speech recog-
nition. Table 1 shows translation errors from
two state-of-the-art open MT systems due to in-
correct word segmentation. As we can see,

both systems do not recognize “奥巴马罗姆尼”
as two person names (“Obama and Romney”):
one system segments the string into “奥巴马罗
姆” and “尼”, and translates them into “Obama
Roma”and “Nepal”respectively, while the other
system transliterates the whole string to its pinyin
form (the romanization of Chinese characters),
“Aobamaluomuni”.

Chinese Source 奥巴马罗姆尼决战“最
后时刻”.

English Reference Obama and Romney fight
”at the last minute”.

MT System 1 Obama Roma Nepal deci-
sive battle ”last minute”

MT System 2 Aobamaluomuni Show-
down ”last moment”

Table 1: Translation errors due to incorrect word
segmentation.

Word segmentation has been under study for a
long time, and there are a lot of research on this
topic. (Sproat and Shih, 2002) provides a detailed
review. Here we select the following three cate-
gories of segmentation approaches for discussion
and comparison.

(a) Rule-based segmentation

This approach segments words according to
some rules either manually designed (such as
maximum matching or minimum matching)
or derived from manually segmented data
(such as TBL-based segmentation (Palmer,
1997)). Taking the maximum matching as
an example: with a predefined vocabulary,
a stream of characters are segmented into
words in the vocabulary. When multiple
segmentations match the character sequence
(e.g., “A/B/C”, “A/BC”, “ABC”), the one
matching the longest word (“ABC”) is cho-
sen. Typically the vocabulary includes all



the characters from that language as single-
character words so that any character se-
quence can be segmented. The drawbacks
of this approach are: it requires the segmen-
tation vocabulary, and it is unable to gener-
ate out-of-the-vocabulary (OOV) words. So
a person name not within the vocabulary will
be segmented incorrectly. More often, the
name is segmented into a sequence of single
characters.

(b) Finite state transducer (FST, aka FSM) based
segmentation

This approach segments character sequence
into a sequence of words so that the word se-
quence’s n-gram language model (LM) cost
is the smallest((Sproat et al., 1996) and (Lee
et al., 2003)), where the word-based language
model (an instance of finite state machine)
is typically trained from manually segmented
data. It only uses segmentation history (
hypothesized words on the left of the cur-
rent character) to compute the LM cost, and
ignores richer context information (such as
characters on the right) for segmentation.

(c) Feature-based segmentation

This approach exploits various contextual
features (character, word, dictionary etc.)
for segmentation, where the features and
their weights are trained with maximum en-
tropy (MaxEnt) models (Xue, 2003) or con-
ditional random field (CRF) models (Peng
et al., 2004) on manually segmented data.
The Stanford segmenter (Tseng et al., 2005)
adopting the CRF framework achieves the top
performance in the 2005 Chinese word seg-
mentation bakeoff, and is considered one of
the state-of-the-art word segmenters (Chang
et al., 2008). However, due to high compu-
tational cost in the CRF model training, lim-
ited number of features are utilized. As a re-
sult, only local context information is consid-
ered. Although this approach is able to gener-
ate new words not included in the predefined
vocabulary or training data, it tends to under-
segment and produces many OOVs.

In this paper we propose a new word segmenta-
tion approach. In particular:

1) It combines larger-context word and
character-label features with local features used

in the CRF/MaxEnt models. We explore different
ways of combining long range history infor-
mation with local context, and find that model
combination at decoding time leads to the best
segmentation performance.

2) It allows separate and iterative training of the
language model with unsupervised learning. Be-
cause the LM training cost is significantly lower
than that of the CRF model, it is much more ef-
ficient to select large amount of unlabeled, in-
domain data to train domain-specific LMs. We
propose a co-training approach, where the unla-
beled data is automatically segmented by multi-
ple segmenters. Combining different segmenta-
tions reinforces consistent segmentations (which
are more likely correct). A new domain-specific
LM is trained and incorporated in the new seg-
mentation framework to further improve the seg-
mentation performance.

3) We apply the proposed segmentation frame-
work to Chinese word segmentation and observe
significant performance improvement, achieving
or outperforming state-of-the-art segmenters on
both the 2005 Chinese word segmentation bakeoff
test sets and in-house domain-specific segmenta-
tion tasks. Furthermore, when the improved seg-
menter is adopted for statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT), we observe consistent translation
quality improvement across multiple domain test
sets for English-Chinese translation.

In Section 2, we briefly describe the framework
of the feature-based segmentation model. In sec-
tion 3, we introduce larger context information for
word segmentation, which is followed by three
combination strategies in section 4. We discuss
the co-training approach for domain-adaptive seg-
menter with unlabeled data in section 5. In section
6 we present experiment results of Chinese word
segmentation on several test sets from multiple do-
mains, followed by the experiments in machine
translation. We conclude the paper with discus-
sion in section 7.

2 Feature-based Word Segmentation

Conditional random field (CRF) is a statistical se-
quence modeling framework introduced by (Laf-
ferty et al., 2001). (Peng et al., 2004) and (Tseng
et al., 2005) applied this framework for Chinese
word segmentation task. In this framework, word
segmentation is cast as a sequence labeling prob-
lem: each character is labeled either as the first



character of a word (with label ‘B’) or as the fol-
lowing character of a word (with label ‘I’) 1. Given
a sequence of characters X = x1, . . . xT from
a Chinese sentence, the model assigns a label to
each character, and the probability of the label se-
quence Y = y1, . . . yT is

Pcrf (Y |X) =
1

Z(X)
exp(

T∑
t=1

∑
k

λkfk(Yt, X, t))

where t is the index of the current character in the
character sequence, fk is the k-th feature function
(typically binary-valued) defined over the whole
input sequence X and the current label sequence
Yt, and λk is the learned weight of function fk.
Z(X) is the normalization term such that all the
label sequences’probabilities sum to one. The fea-
ture weights are trained with a modified GIS algo-
rithm (Darroch and Ratcliff, 1972) with adaptive
step size so that the convergence is faster. The
most probable label sequence can be determined
using the Viterbi algorithm, which can also pro-
duce N -best list of labeling sequences.

C−1C0C1 The central context fea-
tures

C−1C−2C−3 The left character context
features

C1C2C3 The right character con-
text features

L−1L−2 The left label context fea-
tures

CmLn The conjunction of char-
acter and label features

Table 2: Feature types used in experiments: C0 is
the current character to be labeled, C−m/Cm are
the left/rightm-th character, andLn is the left n-th
character label. Each context feature category also
includes the substring features.

Typically, the feature functions are defined over
the context of the current character, which in-
cludes the previous M characters, previous N
character labels, the next P characters, as well
as their conjunctions. After feature definition, the
feature weights are learned from labeled data: sen-
tences with words that are manually segmented.
Due to the high cost of CRF model training, and

1These exists other labeling schemes such as “S”for sin-
gle character word or “E”for the last character in a multi-
character word.

the limited amount of labeled data, it is necessary
to limit the total number of features to avoid possi-
ble data sparseness and slow training time. There-
fore only local context information are incorpo-
rated in the feature engineering. In our setup, we
set M = 3, N = 2 and P = 3. Table 2 shows the
feature types used in our experiment.

The Maxent model is similar to the CRF frame-
work in that it is also an exponential model, where
the probability of a label given the observation is
defined over a set of features, and these feature
weights are learned from labeled data using GIS or
SCGIS (Goodman, 2002). The CRF model con-
siders the entire sequence information while the
MaxEnt model makes the decision for each state
(i.e., character) independently of other states, thus
its training time is much faster than the CRF model
training.

3 Larger Context Information for Word
Segmentation

Like any sequence labeling problem, word seg-
mentation benefits from more context informa-
tion. In particular, the previous n-1 words are very
powerful on predicting the current word. Such
information is conveniently captured in a word-
based n-gram LM . Considering that most Chinese
words are composed of 2 characters, the model is
able to capture history with roughly 2n-1 charac-
ters. The information from longer history, com-
bined with the local context information with rich
feature types as used in the feature-based models,
will be beneficial to the word segmentation prob-
lem.

3.1 Character-label n-gram features

The CRF/MaxEnt models are defined over the
character sequence while a typical word-based
LM is defined over the word sequence. To com-
bine the two kind of information, one approach
is to convert the word into characters. However,
the character sequence does not encode the im-
portant word boundary information. Instead, we
convert each word into a sequence of character-
label (CharLabel) pairs. A history with n-1 words
is mapped into a sequence of CharLabel pairs of
length K, {(Ck, Lk)|k = 1, ...,K}, where K is
the number of characters converted from the n-1
words, and the label L indicates whether the char-
acter C is the beginning of a word (‘B’) or not
(‘I’). These long range features are directly incor-



porated into the CRF/MaxEnt framework for joint
training, as discussed in section 4.1.

3.2 Character-label n-gram LM
The CharLabel features are binary features. To
use real value information for more discriminative
models, we build a character-label LM to compute
the probability of any CharLabel sequence:

Pclm(C,L) =
K∏
i=1

p((ci, li)|(ci−1, li−1), ...,

(ci−n+1, li−n+1))

where K is length of the sequence. The condi-
tional joint probability is estimated based on the
relative frequency of the CharLabel n-grams in
the LM training data with modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing (Chen and Goodman, 1999).

3.3 Word-based n-gram LM
Converting the word-based LM into CharLabel
LM could lose some information about word his-
tory. Given a CharLabel token belonging to dif-
ferent words, such as “(本, I)”in “日本/Japan”and
“书本/book”, the two words end up with the same
history when “(本, I)”is the last token in the LM
history. To avoid such information loss, we also
introduce the word-based LM.

Compared with the CRF and MaxEnt model
training cost, training a n-gram LM is much more
efficient. It is feasible to train the LM separately
on larger amount of automatically segmented data,
in addition to the limited amount of manually la-
beled data. In our experiment, we built a 7-gram
character-label LM and 5-gram word-based LM,
using them to score the partial hypotheses at de-
coding time (for model interpolation) or full hy-
potheses (for N-best rescoring), as discussed in the
following section.

4 Combining Larger Context
Information with Local Features

We explore different ways of combining larger
context information with the CRF/MaxEnt mod-
els. The combination could be applied at training
time as feature combination, at decoding time as
model combination, or after decoding as hypothe-
sis re-ranking.

4.1 Feature Combination
Both the CRF or MaxEnt framework allow the
combination of long range character-label se-

quence with existing local features in one frame-
work. Training all the feature weights together
enables jointly maximizing the conditional prob-
ability with the interaction between features from
both families. The drawback is, when the history
length (n) is large, the number of n-gram features
is huge. In our experiment, 56K manually seg-
mented sentences (1.6M words) produce nearly
10M 7-gram character-label features. It takes long
time to train a CRF model with this huge feature
set, combined with the original local context fea-
tures (1̃4M features). Instead we train a MaxEnt
model combining both family of features.

4.2 Model Combination
To avoid the expensive training cost with huge
amount of features, we combine the LMs trained
from larger context with the CRF/MaxEnt models
trained with local features. Given a sequence of
characters X , we want to find the label sequence
Y ∗ such that

Y ∗ = argmax(λfmCfm(Y,X) + λlmClm(Y,X))

where Cfm is the cost of the feature-based model,
and Clm is the cost of the n-gram language model.
Taking the CRF model as an example,

Cfm(Y,X) = logPcrf (Y |X)

Clm(Y,X) = λclmCclm(Y,X) + λwlmCwlm(Y,X)

where

Cclm(Y,X) = logPclm(Y |X)

Cwlm(Y,X) = logPwlm(Y |X)

Pcrf (Y |X) is the probability of the label sequence
given the character sequence computed by the
CRF model; Pclm(Y,X) is the LM probability of
the CharLabel sequence, and Pwlm(Y,X) is the
word-based LM probability of the word sequence
(converted from the CharLabel sequence). λfm,
λlm, λclm and λwlm are the models’interpolation
weights, which are empirically chosen with the
segmentation development set. In our experiment,
we set λfm = 1.0, λlm = 0.8, λclm = 1.0 and
λwlm = 0.05.

During decoding time, the Viterbi inference al-
gorithm is used to find the optimal label sequence.
At each state we need compute both the CRF
model cost and the word and CharLabel LM costs,
therefore we also keep track of partial segmen-
tation hypothesis, i.e., the previous n character



and their labels, as the LM history. The weighted
sum of the costs is the overall cost for each node.
Search with larger context is a little more compli-
cated than using the stand-alone CRF model, it is
still manageable given that the history length is not
too long.

4.3 LM-based Hypothesis Re-scoring

The LM information can also be used for N-best
hypothesis rescoring after decoding. Both the
CRF and MaxEnt segmenters are able to generate
top-N label sequences, which are converted word
streams. We compute the sentence level perplexity
for each hypothesis with the word LM, then select
the one with the smallest perplexity as the final la-
bel sequence.

Such approach can be compared with the com-
bination of LM for discriminative word segmen-
tation as proposed in (Lin, 2009), where the seg-
mented words from first-pass discriminative seg-
mentation are re-grouped in the second-pass word-
based LM re-scoring. As the decoding and re-
scoring are two separate steps, it is quite possi-
ble that the first pass segmentation errors are intro-
duced into the second pass re-grouping and not re-
coverable. Our experiments also show that model
combination at decoding time achieves better per-
formance than the hypothesis re-scoring strategy.

We compare the three combination strategies:
feature combination, model combination and hy-
pothesis re-scoring. Their performance is shown
in section 6.1.

5 Co-training for Domain-adaptive
Segmenter

Another advantage of training the CRF/MaxEnt
model and the LM separately is that LM can be
trained with a lot more data thanks to its lower
training cost. These data are not necessarily man-
ually segmented. Instead, they can be selected
from specific target domains, and automatically
segmented using existing segmenters.

One strategy is based on self-training
(Yarowsky, 1995): the unlabeled data is first
segmented with a segmenter, then the segmenter
is re-trained from these automatically segmented
data. The disadvantage is that errors from the first
pass segmentation are included as the segmenter’s
training data, which could lead to more errors
(Wang et al., 2011).

Here we propose a co-training (Blum and

Mitchell, 1998) based strategy: we select two
baseline segmenters (FSM and CRF segmenter),
use them to segment the unlabeled data. If they
produce the same segmentation for a sentence, we
assume it is correct. We concatenate the two seg-
mentations, thus increase the weights of consistent
segmentations, then re-train the word and Char-
Label LMs. The newly trained LMs are incor-
porated in the CRF framework for model com-
bination. The LM trained from such data is able
to improve the segmentation accuracy for the tar-
get domain when combined with the feature-based
segmenter. Such co-training approach encourages
the segmenters to be trained with consistent in-
domain segmentations (which are more likely cor-
rect), while allows different segmentations to be
selected according to the LM probabilities. The
improved segmenter can be applied on the same
unlabeled data for better LM training and word
segmentation. Such iterative co-training process
allows the training of domain-specific word seg-
menter when the unlabeled data are selected from
the target domains.

6 Word Segmentation Evaluation

6.1 Multi-domain Chinese Word
Segmentation

Our Chinese word segmentation training data in-
clude 56K sentences, which corresponds to 1.6M
manually segmented words. These data are from
the LDC Chinese Treebank news domain data
(CTB-7) and patent domain data. We first trained
a standard MaxEnt word segmenter using the fea-
tures introduced in section 2, then we exper-
imented with different strategies of combining
larger context features. Our test set is from online
discussion forum (DF), a genre under investigation
in the BOLT project. The segmentation results are
shown in Table 3. The larger context features im-
prove the MaxEnt segmenter using all the three
combination methods. However, feature combi-
nation within the MaxEnt model brings smaller
improvement than training separate LMs for hy-
pothesis re-scoring and model combination, not
to mention that the cost of training LMs is much
less. Using the LM for model combination at de-
coding time outperforms hypothesis rescoring, be-
cause the first option allows hypothesis search in
a larger space. For the following experiment, we
only used the model combination strategy to com-
bine the MaxEnt/CRF models and LM models.



Model F-score
MaxEnt 89.5
MaxEnt + n-gram features
(feature combination)

89.8

MaxEnt +LM
(model combination)

94.0

MaxEnt + LM
(hyp rescoring)

90.9

Table 3: Different ways of combining n-gram fea-
tures within the MaxEnt framework.

In the following experiment, we compared sev-
eral segmenters on multiple test sets. These seg-
menters include a standard CRF segmenter, a
CRF+LM segmenter (using model combination)
and an FSM-based word segmenter, all trained
with the same manually segmented data. The test
sets include a news domain test set selected from
the Chinese Treebank (CTB devset), a patent do-
main test set, as well as the abovementioned online
discussion forum (DF) test set. Additionally, we
also compare with the Stanford word segmenter,
which achieved several top scores in the 2005 Chi-
nese Word Segmentation bakeoff.

F-score CTB DF Patent
number
of words

37166 58671 13800

FSM 93.4 90.9 94.3

Stanford
Segmenter

N/A2 93.2 88.4

CRF 95.4 90.9 94.2

CRF+LM
Sup56K

96.6 93.7 95.2

Table 4: Word segmentation performance (F-
score) of the baseline CRF model and the pro-
posed CRF+LM model on three test sets from dif-
ferent domains and genres.

As seen in Table 4, when the test set matches
the domain of the training data, the CRF seg-
menter performs significantly better than the FSM
segmenter (95.4 vs. 93.4 on the Chinese Tree-
bank test set) because the learned model fits the
test domain very well. The CRF segmenter per-
forms much better on the patent domain test set

2The Stanford segmenter is trained with the Chinese Tree-
bank data. As the training data overlaps with our test data, we
do not evaluate the Stanford Segmenter on this test set.

than the Stanford segmenter (94.2 vs. 88.4), and
worse on the discussion forum test set (90.9 vs.
93.2). This is because the Stanford segmenter
includes some dictionary resources that the CRF
segmenter did not use, while the CRF segmenter
is trained with patent domain data which are not
available to the Stanford segmenter. The LM
trained with 56K manually segmented sentences
(CRF+LM Sup56K) brings 1.0-2.8 pt gain to the
CRF segmenter across all three test sets, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of the larger con-
text information from LM.

F-score CTB DF Patent
Sup56K 96.6 93.7 95.2

Unsup
Self-training

97.1 94.2 95.7

Unsup
Co-training

97.3 94.3 96.1

Table 5: Word segmentation performance (F-
score) of supervised and unsupervised training:
self-training vs. co-training.

We evaluated the effectiveness of unsupervised
learning, and the results are shown in Table 5.
We first adopted the self-training strategy. We se-
lected additional 2M unsegmented sentences from
the discussion forum domain, and 1.4M sentences
from the patent domain, automatically segmented
them into words with the CRF+LM (Sup56K) seg-
menters, respectively. We trained domain-specific
language models with the combination of manu-
ally and automatically segmented in-domain data.
This new LM from the unsupervised learning
yields additional 0.5 pt gain in F-score. We also
experimented with the co-training strategy and
observed additional 0.2-0.4 pt improvement over
the self-training. This is because higher weights
are given to the consistently segmented in-domain
data, which makes the re-trained model more ro-
bust to segmentation errors from any single seg-
menter.

This result is encouraging: it demonstrates the
feasibility of rapid domain adaptation for word
segmentation. The CRF model training is com-
putationally more expensive, thus it is preferable
to train the CRF model on high quality, relatively
small amount of manually segmented data. On the
other hand, LM training is easy and fast, therefore
it is possible to train a domain-specific LM from



large amount of unlabeled in-domain data. Com-
bining both models enables more accurate model
training and rapid domain adaptation with unla-
beled data.

F-score Training
time

w/o LM w/ LM

MaxEnt 1hr 89.5 94.0
CRF 12hr 90.9 94.2

Table 6: MaxEnt and CRF word segmenter on the
discussion forum test set, with and without the LM
cost.

We also compared the training time of the Max-
Ent model and CRF model for word segmentation
in Table 6. The MaxEnt model is trained with
SCGIS (Goodman, 2002), whose training time is
a magnitude faster than the CRF model training,
with lower performance compared with the CRF
segmenter, as seen in Table 6 (89.5 vs. 90.9).
However, when combining the LM model with
the MaxEnt model, the gap between the two seg-
menters is much smaller, with significantly re-
duced model training time. It shows another ad-
vantage of model combination: speed up model
training with little performance degradation.

6.2 Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff
Task

This tasks is from the second international Chi-
nese word segmentation bakeoff held by SIGHAN
in 2005 to evaluate the state -of -the -art in Chinese
word segmentation. In this task, corpora from four
organizations are provided for word segmentation
training and test. These corpora represent Chinese
text from different encodings (Simplified Chinese
and Traditional Chinese), different regions (Main-
land China, Hong Kong SAR and Taiwan) and
the segmentation truth follows different segmen-
tation guidelines. Table 7 lists the corpora statis-
tics. Details about the word segmentation bakeoff
can be found at http://www.sighan.org/
bakeoff2005/.

For each corpus, we first trained a CRF-based
word segmenter from the training data. Addition-
ally, we converted the word-based training data
into character-label sequence and train a character-
label n-gram LM, which is combined with the
CRF model for segmentation. We also trained
a word-based LM, whose cost is combined with
CharLabel LM through interpolation. The inter-

polation weights are obtained from the devset per-
formance selected from the Chinese Treebank. We
compare the three segmentation models: the base-
line CRF model (CRF), the CRF+CharLabel LM
model (+CharLabel ), and the above model with
an additional word-based LM (++Word). We also
compared them with the best segmenters from the
2005 word segmentation bakeoff on the closed test
track (Best-2005) , where no resource other than
the provided training corpora is allowed to train
the segmenter. We also listed the current state-of-
the-art performance on those test set from (Wang
et al., 2012) (Wang2012).

Corpora Encoding Training
Words

Test
Words

Academia
Sinica
(AS)

Traditional
Chinese

5,499,581 122,610

City Uni-
versity
of Hong
Kong
(CityU)

Traditional
Chinese

1,455,630 40,936

Microsoft
Research
China
(MSR)

Simplified
Chinese

2,368,391 106,873

Peiking
Uni-
versity
(PKU)

Simplified
Chinese

1,109,947 104,372

Table 7: Word segmentation bakeoff corpora
statistics.

Corpora AS CityU MSR PKU
CRF 93.8 92.8 94.2 93.8
+CharLabel 95.6 95.4 96.8 95.4
++Word 95.7 95.4 97.0 95.7
Best-2005 95.2 94.3 96.4 95.0
Wang-2012 95.6 95.6 97.2 95.7

Table 8: Word segmentation performance (F-
score) of the baseline CRF model and the pro-
posed CRF+LM (char and word) models in the
word segmentation bakeoff test set.

The performances of these systems are reported
in Table 8. We observed significant improvements
(up to 2.2 pts) with the new combined model con-
sistently in all four test sets. In particular, the



CharLabel LM leads to 2.1 F-score gain on aver-
age and the word-based LM brings additional 0.15
pt gain. The proposed model outperforms the best
segmenter from the 2005 Bakeoff in all 4 closed
test sets and achieves current state-of-the-art per-
formance. In the AS test set, it even slightly bet-
ter than the performance of the best open system
(95.6), where any other material including mate-
rial from other training corpora, proprietary dic-
tionaries, internet and so forth are allowed to use
for the segmentation. To the author’s best knowl-
edge, this is the highest performance reported on
this test set.

6.3 Machine Translation Evaluation

In addition to evaluating on several word seg-
mentation tasks, we also compare the baseline
FSM segmenter, CRF segmenter and the improved
CRF+LM Chinese word segmenter on English-
Chinese machine translation task.

The English-Chinese translation system is
trained with 20M sentence pairs, with roughly
10M sentences from LDC released data (cover-
ing various news domains and UN data) and 10M
sentence pairs about software manual translations.
The Chinese data are segmented with selected
word segmenters. After data preprocessing (tok-
enization, word segmentation etc.), we run HMM
and MaxEnt (Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2005) word
alignment, and extract phrase translation pairs and
translation rules from the aligned parallel data.
The decoder is a chart-based decoder similar to
the system described in (Zhao and Al-Onaizan,
2008). We used phrase translation pairs, Hiero-
style synchronous context-free grammar (Chiang,
2005) and syntax tree-to-string rules for the trans-
lation, with feature cost functions capturing the
rule-level, block-level and word-level translations
as well as distortion models, sentence length mod-
els. The system is tuned with PRO tuning (Hop-
kins and May, 2011) on the NIST MT08 English-
Chinese test set. We choose this as the tuning
set because it has 4 reference translations with
high translation quality. When computing the
BLEU score (BLEU-4) (Papineni et al., 2002) for
English-Chinese MT, the reference translation and
the MT hypothesis are converted into characters
in order to eliminate the variance introduced by
word segmentation. In the MT08 open evaluation
the best result on this test is 41.42 (constrained
training track), which is similar to our baseline re-

sult using the FSM word segmenter. The test set
includes a blog-style discussion forum test data
from BOLT project (the same domain as in the
word segmentation DF test set) and an eSupport
test data (which is about online technical support
and software manual translation). Both test sets
have only single reference translation. Table 9
shows the character BLEU-4 scores of the trans-
lation results when the Chinese text is segmented
with the FSM segmenter, the CRF segmenter, or
the CRF+LM segmenter. Everything else remain-
ing the same, the improved CRF+LM segmenter
leads to 1.5-2.5 Bleu point improvement over the
FSM-segmented MT system, and 0.6-1.3 pt gain
over the CRF-segmented MT system.

It has been noticed that better word segmenta-
tion does not guarantee improved translation per-
formance. For example, when a Chinese word
is consistently over-segmented into multiple sin-
gle character words, its translations can still be
captured in phrase translation pairs. In our ex-
periments, we observed consistent improvement
on translation quality with multiple test sets. The
improvement is particularly obvious on technical
domain test set, where correct segmentation of
domain-specific terms enables better word align-
ment quality, which in turn results in better phrase
translation pairs and translation rules.

Bleu MT08 eSupport DF
# of sentences 1859 600 1844
FSM 41.32 30.18 16.18
CRF 41.40 31.52 17.11
CRF+LM 42.72 32.64 17.72

Table 9: English-Chinese translation improvement
with different segmentations. The MT08 tuning
set has 4 references while the other two test sets
only have single reference.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented a new word segmentation approach
that efficiently and effectively combines larger
context features (CharLabel and word-based LMs)
with CRF/MaxEnt models that only use local
context features. We compare several combina-
tion strategies: combined feature training within
the CRF/MaxEnt framework, interpolation-based
model combination at decoding time and hypoth-
esis re-scoring after decoding. We find that model



combination at decoding time obtains the best re-
sult.

By iteratively updating the character-label and
word LMs on labeled and unlabeled data through
co-training, this approach enables rapid de-
velopment of domain-specific word segmenter
with superior performance, outperforming the
CRF/MaxEnt word segmenter on several Chinese
word segmentation tasks. When applying the im-
proved segmenter to statistical machine transla-
tion, we observed consistent improvement in Bleu
scores (up to 2.5 pts) for English-Chinese transla-
tions in multiple domain test sets.

Combining generative models with discrimina-
tive models for word segmentation has been pro-
posed in (Lin, 2009) and (Wang et al., 2012). In
Lin’s work, a word-based LM is used for second
pass word regrouping after the first-pass segmen-
tation with an MaxEnt model. From our experi-
ment, we find that integrated model combination
achieves better result since both models play im-
portant roles in the label decision process. The
CharLabel and word LMs can be naturally com-
bined with the MaxEnt/CRF framework to im-
prove the segmentation accuracy. As for using un-
supervised data to build LM for improved word
segmentation, Lin’s work used 5G and 50G news
corpus with 0̃.4% F-score gains, while in our pro-
posed model we obtained 0.5-2% gains with 2M
sentences (about 40-60M words). The better per-
formance is largely due to the tight combination
of the LM and MaxEnt/CRF segmentation models
during decoding. (Wang et al., 2012) combined
the character-based LM with the CRF model, but
it only exploited local context information (3-
gram) and missed useful information from larger
context and word-based LM. We also proposed
co-training strategy for word segmentation, that
achieves better results than the self-training strat-
egy for domain-adaptive word segmentation. In
addition to the word segmentation improvement,
we also demonstrated improvement in English-
Chinese MT, especially for domain-specific MT
test sets.

The above model combination framework can
be applied to other sequence labeling tasks. We
have applied the similar technique to the mention
detection task and observed promising preliminary
results (0.5F improvement over a state-of-the-art
IE system). We will continue in this direction and
explore other ways to improve the combination

strategy.
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